Weather at 7:00 a.m.; Mostly Cloudy:79
Yesterday's High:85

**WHOLESALE MARKET PRICES:** Prices quoted cover sales by primary receivers of overall supplies on wholesale lots and are on stock of generally good merchantable quality and condition unless otherwise stated

### ONIONS

---**ONIONS, DRY:** MARKET YELLOW AND WHITE SACKS 50 LB HIGHER; OTHERS ABOUT STEADY. CALIFORNIA YELLOW GRANO 50 lb sacks jumbo 22.00-26.00 occasional higher CANADA QUEBEC YELLOW GLOBE TYPE sacks 16 3-lb mesh bags large 20.00-22.00 CHILE RED GLOBE TYPE 25 lb sacks jumbo 28.00 YELLOW GRANO 50 lb sacks jumbo 20.00-24.00 occasional higher MEXICO RED GLOBE TYPE 25 lb sacks jumbo 28.00-30.00 YELLOW GRANO 50 lb sacks jumbo 22.00-26.00 occasional higher NEW MEXICO YELLOW GRANO 50 lb sacks jumbo 22.00-26.00 occasional higher PERU repacked enroute YELLOW GRANEX - MARKED SWEET 40 lb cartons jumbo 38.00-39.00 TEXAS RED GLOBE TYPE 25 lb sacks jumbo 28.00-30.00 WHITE 50 lb sacks jumbo 28.00-30.00 YELLOW GRANO 50 lb sacks jumbo 22.00-26.00 occasional higher

### POTATOES

---**POTATOES:** MARKET STEADY. CANADA QUEBEC RUSSET NORKOTAH baled 10 5-lb film bags non size A 22.00-24.00 CANADA NO. 1 QUEBEC ROUND WHITE 50 lb sacks chef 20.00-23.00 FLORIDA ROUND RED 50 lb sacks chef 23.00-24.00 IDAHO U.S. ONE RUSSET NORKOTAH 50 lb cartons 40s 26.00-28.00 50s 26.00-29.00 60s 24.00-27.00 70s 24.00-28.00 90s 24.00-28.00 100s 22.00-24.00 U.S. TWO RUSSET NORKOTAH baled 10 5-lb film bags non size A 17.00-18.00 MINNESOTA U.S. ONE ROUND RED 50 lb sacks size A 23.00-24.00 RUSSET NORKOTAH 50 lb cartons 80s 26.00-27.00 U.S. TWO ROUND RED 50 lb sacks size A 19.00-20.00

---